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We have light at the end of our kennels……
Jul 17
We love our dogs & you will too! The law has changed so if your dog is
challenged by another dog & goes back & if anyone gets bitten your dog could
lose their life & you could be prosecuted. We suggest on lead supported walks
so you can prove you’re responsible: Its not worth the risk.
HELP US TO HELP OUR DOGS in boarding kennels around London
Our kennel bills are huge all our dogs are neutered so suggested £175 don.
Supports our work & allows us to help the next.

Typical Staffies: Good meeting dogs on lead but keep moving

Staffies of the Month July 17

Dixie & Simon Staffie DofB 02.09 Broxbourne
Kenns Dear loves we find that they are litter

D
I
brother & sister & their devotion is real. We
X
took Dixie out of the car to photograph her &
I
suddenly Simon was there…he collapsed the
crate & pushed as a door which hadn’t caught! E
S
They were soon running & playing together.
I
Oh pray we find a family to except them both
M
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Bruce & Poppy Staffie Pair DofB 11 & 12 Guildford
Kenns Buddies they are who are a joy to behold in

their love for one another. They do however need to
walked by 2 people or individual as they are young
keen & on the larger size for Staffies. We have tried
splitting them up but time again they have proven
they are inter-dependable. They desperately need
to be Rescue by their new family. Someone raised
them together & now they are in care Magic Couple

Aaron Staffie DofB 11.07 Chessington Kenns Aaron

found himself homeless at 9 years old. Very hard to
understand ?change of circumstance but… the only
aspect we can find he is a little graspy when taking
treats…but boy is he trainable as his mind is
seeking you request to achieve his treat. Very
sweet sincere boy. Ideal for a Staffie family who
are looking to help their next. See Aaron as an only
dog but easy mixing on lead outside so could poss.
live with another. Handsome lad. Kind

Bertie Staffie DofB 23.09.06 Broxbourne Kenns Effy

is a sweet natured dog who has in our view had a
tragic life of living in an unheated kennel in the
back garden with a 30 min. walk a day to look
forwards to. It was a cultural decision not due to
his behaviour. We have taken Bertie in at 10 years
old who believes he is in a luxury hotel with
warmth at night lots of friendly people coming to
meet him & walks. He loves toys but destroys them.
Looking for a understanding family to give him a
new beginning Effy yours

Blossom Staffie x DOB 2008 New Romney Foster

Lovely, lovely girl owned by a drug dealer & drug
addict with 5 other dogs. Blossom is 7 years old &
has led a sheltered life so is gradually embracing
new situations & needs a very special home to be
successful as she develops confidence; Blossom
finds her world less ‘frightening’. Receiving nurture
in foster placement Needs to flower

Big Bruce Staffie DofB ?2010 Guildford Kenns Bruce

has had a tragic life, found being sold for a £1 on
free ad. Had been living in the back garden for 4
years due to family members allergies to him. He
developed skin allergies & these have been treated.
Bruce has joint problems but no surgical
intervention can help. 3 years in Rescue & we are
looking for a special family as Bruce’s companion,
experienced & responsible family to avoid long
grass but fine on cut grass. Bruce hasn’t had a
normal life a totally impoverished one. Bruce needs
company, has calmed with regular walks. Darling

Budds Staffie DofB ?06.2011 Rushington Foster

Diddie little Staffie who make up for size in
personality. Loved to ride in the car non phased but
upset in the kennel environment & heads out on his
walk as fast as he can. Not for cats. Would love the
opportunity to be in confident hands to guild him
through & truly love him. Budds of May

Buddy Staffie DOB 2013 Broxbourne Kenns Little

Buddy is well loved. He has a few fears that he has
been overcoming. He was living with another
confident dog & played but has lost his confidence
meeting dogs outside: Defensive & tells dogs off
coming into his space. Buddy is also scared of
children. We are trying to rebuild his confidence.
Happiest within doggie family with no pressures of
children or other pets & walked in low dog density.
Sensitive boy & always will be. Buddy truly

Buttons Staffie DOB 2008 Gatwick Foster Buttons is

Mr Personality! 7 years young & settled in his skin.
His eyes are like little shining buttons in his little
button face. Mischievous definitely! Those eyes with
delight when in company & he is so appreciative of
affection. Settled around dogs once away from the
kennel environment. Buttons will lead-play initially,
which delays him finding his special family offering
companionship: A Staffie you will want Tweet
Sweet

Chance Staffie DofB 2016 Guildford Kennels

Chance has just arrived & he is a sweetie. Social,
busy, heart on his sleeve & memorable! He has
created a storm in the Rescue as everyone wants to
walk Chance! Not by Chance!

Codi Staffie DofB 20.10.09 Guildford Kenns Codi

came into Rescue when he was discovered by the
police with his dead owner who had passed away 34 days since. Codi is an emotional Staffie who is full
of character & life. Quite head strong & can pick &
chose which dog he likes. He is quite vocal & will
convey his likes & dislikes. Homed for 3 months but
didn’t like an ice cream lolly being parted from him
& went for the boot that kicked it out of reach. For
this reason we need a firm Staffie family who can
work in with him 300% Staffilicious

Clover Staffie DOB 2010 Basildon Essex Little love

who adores her people & was happily homed until a
change of working hours & Clover became distort
her intellect told her ‘mum should have been home
by now’. Clover needs companionship did cope
before routine change, so will cope with some
leaving but very part time! Will tell bouncy dogs off
but nothing more…only pet A Pet indeed

Dylan Staffie DOB TBAss Gatwick Kenns Dylan has

already come a long way from the time his owner
died & in desperation was given to druggies who
neglected him & abused him. He is learning to trust
again but needs just the right family to nurture &
understand his frailties. Dylan is 200 % Staffie in
affection...but is actively searching for love &
stability. A little boy lost who needs to find himself
in a family enveloped in love. Mr Tambourine

Fudge Staffie x DofB 05.08.13 Gatwick Kenns

Gawgus boy with adoring eyes who wants to be
your friend. Easy in the home & needs an inclusive
life style. He can open levered doors & will try to
seek you out but as he settles he settles within his
own company. As he settles he loses some of the
desperation. Needs low dog density & management
on the lead as beginning to settle with dogs outside
but strong on the lead Toffee

Harrison Staffie DOB 2014 Guildford Kenns

Harrison is a longer legged Staffie who is 2 years
old. Fostered with another Staffie & they played &
played, now shares a kennel. However he has been
returned to us 3 times within a few days so we are
looking to place him in a safe home as an only dog
with a family who will focus on his needs. Needs
rehabilitation back into home settling as wary in
new settings can bark. Where he got his furry tail
from we’ll never know but it suits Harrison Ford

Hector Staffie DofB 22.10.13 Guildford Kenns H

Hector is sad & reserved. Hector soon comes
around & is affectionate & caring. Due to a brief
homing where Hector was expected to settle
immediately in & sadly we no longer can home him
with children & have decided he needs a devoted
family with soft kind methods to swell his nerves &
build on trust. Do you have Hector’s House?

Kyla Staffie x DOB 11.09 Worcester Park Foster

Lucky Kyla her fosterer was/ is a volunteer dog
walker when she arrived, & offered her foster care
post spay & she has been there ever since, getting
the love. Kyla has gained confidence meeting dogs
& settles within the heart of a family. Kyla is a 7
year old stunning girl with so much Charisma. Still
needs support around off lead dogs but happily sits
& focuses on you when instructed. Fostered as an
only pet Heart throb

Lily Staffie DofB 2009 Guildford Kenns f Lily is a

little pocket rocket. She is keen, happy & will set
your social agenda to get you out & about in neuter
& having happy times. Why not devote yourself to
this little darling who need stability & to get beyond
the kennels & back living life again. Sincerity

Maisie Staffie DOB ?2008 Farnham Foster Maisie is

soo lovely & wonders why she is prison 5 years in
kennels & 3 Rescues. She has built confidence
around dogs which once clouded her rehoming.
Very gentle Maisie is shy in herself, needs to be
sure before she placed little licks your way. Walks
alongside other dogs now very well but doesn’t like
off lead dogs in her face so needs support here like
most Staffie bitches with tell intrusive dogs off &
walk on. Peach

Marley Staffie DOB 03.08.2013 Guildford Kenns

Our beautiful boy who lacks self confidence in
himself & around dogs. Had at least 3 homes before
Rescue. Can be a bit chewy but easily occupied with
a natural bone. Marley needs companionship is just
a puppy in a 3 year old body Loves sofa lounging!
Marley needs someone to walk beside him. Kind
hearted. Has grabbed clothes when overexcited but
calms with awareness. Experienced owner keep
energy low; no malice. Not for children. Stunner

Mungo Staffie DofB 2010 Romford Foster

Mungo is a little lost in kennels as an emotional
Staffie. Fabulous OTT personality who engages the
heart & has you laughing as the cheekie monkey his
is. Needs a secure panel fenced garden & a
companion home. If you need a dog fix & are
looking for purpose & fun Mungo can deliver your
dreams. Charisma

Podge Staffie DOB 1.11.2009 New Romney Foster

Podge has controlled health issues. Podge’s owner
died so she was handed in with her 2 companion
since rehomed. Podge has poor lung function no
tumours but lungs have poor elasticity so can get
frequent infections which is harder for her to shrug
off. Podge also has a fit about every 3-4 weeks
which she quickly recovers from & doesn’t need
meds. Such a beautiful soul would love to be an
only dog with a companionship home. Needs caring
family who would have themselves a real gem
Fostered with 4 dogs prefer only dog. Dearest Easy

Sandy Staffie DofB 12.04.15 Guildford Kenns Sandy

is enjoying her walks but very hyped up in the
kennel & leaving the kennel block. Sandy needs
spells in a home to settle & for us to see where she
is in a calm environment. Sandy is now spayed:
Mouthy like a puppy you can feel her teeth but
never leaves marks…has yet to develop passed
these instincts to hold with her mouth but will once
she is given the chance. Only pet. Sandy Sure

Rafferty Staffie DofB Oct 2013 Guildford Kenns Well
here is a great boy who wears his heart on his
sleeve & is looking for a family who can offer him
companionship. If another dog fires off at him, he
can rise to barkiness: Proper intros & Rafferty
befriends. Close him in a crate in transport & he tell
to please get me out: Have him on the front seat &
he quietly settles & learns to ride the roads.
Younger in his mind than 3 years, “little boy lost”
learning to find his way. Raffy the Staffie

Rowan Staffie DOB ?2007 Littlehampton foster

Chirpy, cuddly, antidepressant. Eager & ever-yourfriend. Despite the fact he was dumped in a vets by
drug addicts, Rowan shines forth & somehow we
think they went out to help him rather than owned
him as he is solid; healthy & all evidence is ‘had a
good background’. What is there not to love about
this 8 year old golden brindle gent. Gallant

Roxy Whippet x Staffie x DOB 21.07.14 Guildford
Kenns Roxy lost her sole companion to witness

great changes finding herself living with 5 cats, an
elderly dog & sleeping in the kitchen in a flat. Roxy
is delightful & has come along way. She loves other
dogs & plays but needs to build a bond Her
housetraining is fragile you need to accompany her
in the garden! Not for cats. Lively whippety girl full
love & fun. On the Roxs

Ruby Staffie DOB 05.2014 Reading Foster Ruby had

a tragic early life growing up as a puppy in a violent
family. She came into care as a young dog self
protective & edgy but her heart is bleeding to be
loved & share love. Ruby grew up with an older
collie. Ruby is delightful; great out & about now.
Ruby can suddenly have fearful moments but this is
becoming less & less due to the loving care of her
fosterer. Ruby doesn’t cope in kennels so held in
foster. Eyes like Rubies

Sidney Staffie DofB ?2006 Epsom Foster Luvverlly

older gentleman who is loved in kennels. He is
200% Staffie full of love full of character meets
dogs well but really not that interested. Now
neutered, chipped, dental & wormed fully
vaccinated…READY TO GO. Ready for L O V E

Vinnie Shar pei x Staffie DOB 2008 Guildford Kenns

Vinnie is a beautiful Shar pei x Staffie. A really fun
character. Had a sheltered background living with
an older man who recently died so not socialised &
gets flustered with dogs in close proximity due to
lack of skills. Loves his tennis balls. People should
read up on Shar Pei so they understand the breed
so not to have high expectations ref fluency with
dogs. The friend Staffie ‘people person’ shines out.
Sincerity
Coming soon
Reserved

Staffierescue is a Charity saving Staffies from council pounds, offering a homefinding service for our Staffie friends. Donations are always desperately needed.
We hire kennels to bring Staffies into safety & provide foster care where
possible to help them to build their confidence & assess them fully - matching
them with their perfect owners. We have large vet bills as every dog has
everything they need e.g. dental, treatments & all are neutered. Our Staffies are
truly LOVED

